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Abstract 
This paper deals with a semilinear stochastic equation in a real Hilbert space and formulates a 
related McKean-Vlasov type measure-valued evolution equation. It is shown that the stochastic 
equation has a unique mild solution such that the corresponding probability law is the unique 
measure-valued solution of McKean-Vlasov evolution equation. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider the following stochastic process described by a semilinear It6 equation in 
a real separable Hilbert space H : 
dX(t) = [m(t) + f(x(t), p(t))ldt + fi@‘(O, t E 10, Tl, 
p(t) = probability distribution of X(t), (1) 
X(0) =x, 
where W is a given H-valued cylindrical Wiener process; A is the infinitesimal gen- 
erator of a strongly continuous semigroup {s(t) : t 20) of bounded linear operators 
on H; f is an appropriate H-valued function defined on H x M,p(H), where h4~,2 (H) 
denotes a proper subset of probability measures on H; Q is a positive, symmetric, 
bounded operator on H satisfying some conditions (see hypotheses in Section 2); and 
x is a given H-valued random variable. 
If the nonlinear term f in Eq. (1) does not depend on the probability distribution 
p(t) of the process at time t, then the process determined by Eq. (1) is a standard 
Markov process, and there are numerous papers in the literature which were devoted 
to the studies of these semilinear stochastic evolution equations in Hilbert spaces or in 
other infinite dimensional spaces (see, for example, Ahmed, 1991a, b, 1992; Ichikawa, 
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1982, 1984; Da Prato and Zabczyk, 1992, 1995; Zabczyk, 1988). On the other hand, 
there are situations where the nonlinear drift term f depends not only on the state 
of the process at time t but also on the probability distribution of the process at that 
time as indicated in Eq. (1). For example, one may think of a (biological, chemical 
or physical) interacting particle system in which each particle moves in the space 
H according to the dynamics described by Eq. (1) with p(t) being replaced by the 
empirical measure 
of the N particles Xl(t), . . . , J&(t) at time t. In other words, we have a system of N 
coupled semilinear stochastic evolution equations: 
d&(t) = W%(t) + fGMt)>~dt))l dt + j/‘&W&), t E K’, Tl, 
pN(t) = empirical measure given by (2), (3) 
&(O) =x, k = l,..., N. 
According to McKean-Vlasov theory (see, for example Gartner, 1986; McKean, 1966; 
Sznitman, 1989), under proper conditions, the empirical measure-valued process ~LN 
converges in probability as N goes to infinity to a deterministic measure-valued func- 
tion ,u which corresponds to the probability distribution of the process determined by 
(1). It is known (at least in the case H = I@) that the limiting McKean-Vlasov process 
has many interesting equilibrium and nonequilibrium asymptotic behaviors and there- 
fore attracted a lot of research attention in recent years (see, for example, Dawson, 
1983; Dawson and Glrtner, 1987, 1989; Funaki, 1984; Gartner, 1986; Leonard, 1984, 
1987; McKean, 1966; Metiver, 1986; Nagasawa and Tanaka, 1987; Sznitman, 1989, 
for information on this subject). The purpose of this paper is to extend part of these 
results to a Hilbert space setting. 
Under standard Lipschitz and linear growth assumptions on the coefficient f, it is not 
difficult to show that Eq. (1) has a unique solution X(t) with probability distribution 
p(t). As in finite dimensional case, we expect that the measure-valued function p(t) 
would formally satisfy the following McKean-Vlasov equation written in the weak 
form: 
(4) 
where cp is a test functional and the nonlinear operator L(p) is given by 
L(p)&) = ~tr[QD2vl + (Ax + f(x,~L), Dvj, P E M(H), x E H, (5) 
where Dq and D*q denote the first and second Frechet derivatives of the functional 
cp. But unlike in finite dimensional case the term (Ax,&cp) has no meaning unless 
x E D(A) or Dq E D(A*). Thus in infinite dimensional case the meaning of Mckean- 
Vlasov equation (4) should be clarified. To this end we write Eq. (4) as 
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where &* is the formal adjoint of the linear operator 
&q(x) = itr[QD’q] + (x,A* DCJJ), cp E D(.&‘) (7) 
and @ is a nonlinear operator on Mp(H) defined by 
(Q(P), cp) = J’ (fk p), (W)(xNAdx). 
H 
(8) 
From Da Prato and Zabczyk’s result (1995) we know that the closure of d in the 
topology of the Hilbert space L’(H; pm) (still denoted by LXZ) generates a co-semigroup 
C? in L2(H; pm), where 11, is the unique Gaussian invariant probability measure of 
the linear stochastic equation 
dY(t) = AY(t)dt + &dW(t), t E [0, T], 
Y(0) =x. 
(9) 
The hypothesis (Hl ) guarantees the existence of a unique invariant measure (see 
Remark 1). Then p(t) should formally satisfy the integral equation 
(p(t), cp) = (v, e’&q) + 
s 
*(W(s)) ,e('-swp)ds, (10) 
0 
or equivalently the following measure-valued integral equation: 
p(t) = e’.“‘v + s ’ e(f-s).d* @(p(s)) ds, 0 (11) 
where ~8.~’ denotes the formal adjoint of the linear operator e’.d. 
The main objective of this paper is to formulate Eq. (11) more precisely and prove 
that it has a unique solution which is precisely the probability distribution p(t) corre- 
sponding to the solution of stochastic evolution equation (1). Since we do not assume 
that the nonlinear term f in Eq. (1) is bounded, it is crucial to put a proper topology 
(stronger than the usual topology of weak convergence) on Mp(H) so that Eq. (1) will 
determine uniquely a measure-valued function p(t). It turns out that in order to show 
that this measure-valued function determined by Eq. ( 1) satisfies integral equation ( 11) 
one needs an even stronger topology on Mnz(H). 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we make necessary 
assumptions and state the main results of this paper. In Section 3 we prove the existence 
and uniqueness of mild solution for the stochastic system (1) and approximation of 
this mild solution by a sequence of strong solutions. In Section 4 we prove that the 
probability measure of this mild solution is the unique solution of McKean-Vlasov 
equation ( 11). 
Notations. (Cl, 9, {Rt}, P) d enotes a complete probability space equipped with a fam- 
ily of nondecreasing sub-sigma algebras. H is a real separable Hilbert space with scalar 
product (., .) and norm 1 . I. S?(H) denotes the Bore1 sigma algebra of subsets of H 
and M(H) is the space of probability measures on LB(H) carrying the usual topol- 
ogy of weak convergence. l&,(H) (C(H), Cb(H) and C,(H)) denotes the space of 
bounded Bore1 measurable (continuous, bounded continuous and bounded continuous 
up to and including the kth Frechet derivatives) functions on H. The notation (p, cp) 
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means & cp(x)~(dx) whenever this integral makes sense. For a Banach space B we 
denote by B’ the (strong) dual spaces furnished with the usual dual norm. 
2. Main results 
Throughout this paper we let A(x) E 1 + 1x1, x E ff, and define the Banach space 
kP(x)l 
C,(H) = {cp E cw: IldlCp(H, = sup - 
XEH A2(x) 
+sup IV(X) - cp(Y)l < co) 
xfy Ix- Yl (12) 
For p > 1, let M&(H) be the Banach space of signed measures M on H satisfying 
(13) 
where (~tz( = m+ + rrr- and m = m+ - m- is the Jordan decomposition of M. Let 
MA*(H) = M$(H) n M(H) be the set of probability measures on 99(H). We put on 
MA2(H) a topology induced by the following metric: 
P(PL, VI = sup{ (so,p - v>: Idx)l Ildlp = ;I{ qq 
+ sup 140(x) - 4”(Y)l < 1> 
x#y Ix - YI . (14) 
Then (Mnz(H),p) forms a complete metric space. We denote by C([O, T], (n/r,z(H),p)) 
the complete metric space of continuous functions from [0, T] to (MAI( p) with the 
metric: 
Let C([O, T]; L2(s2, 9, P; H)) be the Banach space of continuous maps from [0, T] 
into L2(0,9, P;H) satisfying the condition SU~,~[,,,, E(X(t)12 < cc. Let A2 be the 
closed subspace of C([O, 2’1; L2(Q, 9, P; H)) consisting of measurable and F,-adapted 
processes X = {X(t): t E 10, T]}. Then A2 is a Banach space with the norm topology 
given by 
(16) 
In general one could consider the predictable sigma field on Ix Q relative to the current 
of sigma algebras 9-t and define A2 as the vector space of all predictable processes 
with values in H. Letting / denote the Lebesgue measure and PT denote the restriction 
of the product measure G x P on the predictable sigma field and identifying processes 
which are PT - a.s identical, the vector space AZ, furnished with the norm topology 
given by (16), is a Banach space. For our purpose the definition given via the Banach 
space C([O, T]; L2(Q, 9, P; H)) is direct and consistent. Since the current of a-algebras 
9-I are complete, it is clear that L2(9,, H) is an increasing family of closed subspaces 
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of the Hilbert space L*(F,H) whose elements are H-valued F-l-measurable random 
variables. Hence they are also Hilbert spaces. Thus if {&} is a Cauchy sequence in 
A2 with respect to the norm topology given by (16) , {X(t)}, for each t E [0, T], is a 
Cauchy sequence in L*(F”,,H) and therefore has a unique limit which is necessarily 8, 
adapted, Since A2 has the sup norm topology, this holds uniformly in I on I E [0, T] 
and thus A2 with the given norm topology is a Banach space whose elements are 
Ft-adapted processes. Since our results on existence are based on Banach fixed point 
theorem, Banach space structure is all that is required. 
Let (d, D(d)) be the linear operator defined by 
(17) 
and there exists a $ E C&Z) such that q(x) = I&~-*X)}, 
where A?,(H) denotes the space of nuclear operators on H. Note that II(&), equipped 
with the norm 
]I~ll~(~ig) = ]]c4lm +;r; 11”2~]]~,~~~ + IIv%e +;;; llD*%~ 
is a Banach space, where I] . IJM is the usual sup norm. 
We first consider the semilinear stochastic evolution equation in H: 
(18) 
a(t) = ifi(t) + ./-(x(t), dt))l dt + ad WQ t E LO, Tl, 
p(t) = probability distribution of X(t), 
X(0) = x E H, 
(19) 
where: 
(Hl ) (i) A is the infinitesimal generator of a Co-semigroup {s(t) : t > 0} of bounded 
linear operators on H of negative type: 
IIs( <Me-O’, t>O 
for some positive constants M > 0 and o > 0. 
(ii) Q is a positive, symmetric, bounded operator in H such that the operator Qt 
defined by 
Qt= * 
s 
S(r)QS*(r) dr 
0 
is nuclear for all t 20 and supt,O tr Qt < +cc. 
(iii) W is an H-valued cylindrical Wiener process defined on (52,F,P) with (the 
incremental) covariance operator I. 
(H2) f : H x (Mp(H),p) 4 H satisfies the conditions: 
Ifk PI - f(.Y, VII 6Wx - Yl + Lo, v)), 
If( G41 + 1x1 + IIPlln)~ 
where k and 1 are positive constants. 
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(H3) For all t > 0, we have ImS(t) c Im Qj’2. 
(H4) Let B(t) = Qt-“2S(t) (Ql-“2 stands for the pseudo-inverse of Qj12) and sup- 
pose there exist constants a E [0, 1) and c > 0 such that 
Remark 1. The hypothesis (Hl ) is standard in order that the stochastic integral involv- 
ing the Wiener process is well defined and that the linear system (f = 0) corresponding 
to (19) has an unique invariant measure. The hypothesis (H2) is very natural. For ex- 
ample, in many applications the nonlinear term f(~,p) : H x (Mp(H),p) 4 H usually 
has the form 
_fk~L) = fl(X) + 
s 
f2(YMdY), 
H 
where f 1 and f 2 are two H-valued functions on H satisfying the usual Lipschitz and 
linear growth conditions. It is easy to check in that case that the assumption (H2) is 
satisfied. For interpretations of the hypotheses (H3) and (H4) we refer Da Prato and 
Zabczyk ( 1992, 1995). 
Definition 1. A stochastic process X = {X(t): t E [0, T]} defined on the probability 
space (52,8, P) is said to be a mild solution of Eq. (19) if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(i) X(t, o) is Bore1 measurable as a function from [0, T] x !S to H and X(t) is 
F”,-measurable for each t E [0, T]; 
(ii) E(IX(t)j2) < 00 for all t E [0, T]; 
(iii) X satisfies the following integral equation: 
s I x(t) = S(t)x + s(t - s)f (x(s), ,G))ds 0 
J 
r 
+ S(t - s)&d W(s), P as. 
0 
p(t) = probability distribution of X(t). 
(20) 
The first main result of this paper can be stated as follows. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that the conditions (Hl) and (H2) are satisfied. Then: 
(a) For each given initial data x, a random variable in H with distribution v E 
M)J(H), Eq. (19) has a unique mild solution X = {X(t): t E [0, T]} in A2 and its 
probability distribution p = {p(t): t E [0, T]} belongs to C([O, T]; (Mll(H),p)). 
(b) For any pb 1 we have 
,$T, qw)12P~~p,T(1 + qw)12p)> 
where k,,r is a positive constant. 
(c) there exists a sequence {Xn},oO,, of strong solutions (i.e., X(t) E D(d) for every 
t E [0, T],P - U.S. ) such that {Xn},oO,l converges to X in C([O, T]; L2(52, g, P; H)) us 
n t 00. 
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To formulate our next main result we define the Banach space 
C,p(H) = cp E C(H): Il&;2(H, = sup - (21) 
and put on Mlz(H) a topology induced by the metric 
P*(K”) = suP{I(%p - “)I: Cp E C&0, Iblk,~(H,~1). (22) 
Let C([O, T],(Mp(H),p*)) denote the metric space of continuous functions from 
[0, T] to (Alp(H), p* ) equipped with the metric 
DF(pL, v) = sup P*(K, vt)- 
WU-1 
Then we have the continuous inclusion 
C([O, Tl, @&W), P)) c CW, Tl, WP(H), P* )I. 
We also define the following Banach spaces: 
Then one can easily verify that the following inclusions hold: 
~&Z(H) c(CA2(H))* c(C,o(H))* c(C;(H))*. 
Consider the Markov process Y determined by the linear equation: 
dY(t) = AY(t)dt + &dW(t), t E [0, T] 
Y(0) =x. 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
It is known that under the given hypotheses (Hl)-(H3) Eq. (28) has a unique mild 
solution of the form 
s 
t 
Y(t) = S(t)x + S(t - 4d&Ws), (29) 
0 
which is a well defined H-valued Gaussian process with mean S(t)x and covariance 
operator Qt. Moreover the process Y has a unique Gaussian invariant measure pm = 
N(O,Qm). We denote by Lz(H;p,) the Hilbert space associated to this invariant 
measure. The transition semigroup {Pt} corresponding to Y is given by 
Jo 
where t E [0, T], x E H and cp E L&(H). The dual semigroup of {Pt} will be denoted 
by {P;). 
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Consider the following semilinear measure-valued McKean-Vlasov equation: 
-& = d*PL, + G(k), t E [O, Tl, 
(31) 
PO = v, 
where &‘* denotes the formal adjoint of the linear operator d and @ is a nonlinear 
operator on Mlz(H) defined by 
@(P>(v) = cp E C;(H). (32) 
JH 
Definition 2. We say that p = {pt : t E [0, T]} is a mild solution of Eq. (3 1) if ~1 
belongs to C([O, T], (Ml?(H), p’)) and satisfies the following integral equation: 
/&=PTv+ t 
s q+-, Ws) h t E P, Tl. (33) 0 
Remark 2. We shall show in Section 4 (see Lemmas 2 and 1 there) that @ maps 
M2z(H) into (Cl(H))* and PT maps (Cl(H))* into (C:(H))*. Thus in view of (27) 
the integral equation (33) is well defined for any initial data v E iVnl(H). 
Our second main result of this paper can now be stated as follows. 
Theorem 2. Assume that the hypotheses (HI)-(H4) hold. i%en for any given initial 
data v E Mnd(H) Eq. (33) has a unique solution ,a in C([O,T],(Ml2(H),p*)) with 
~0 = v, where pt = 2(X(t)) corresponds to the solution X of the stochastic evolution 
equation ( 19). 
Remark 3. The result in Theorem 2 requires that the initial data have fourth moment. 
It will be interesting to remove this condition. 
3. Stochastic evolution equation 
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1, i.e., we consider the existence, uniqueness 
and approximation of solutions of stochastic evolution equation 
dX(t) = [B(t) + f(X(t), dt)>l dt + fid W(t), t E W, Tl, 
p(t) = probability distribution of X(t), (34) 
X(0) =x E H. 
The symbols ki , k2, . . . in the following context always denote some nonnegative con- 
stants. 
Proof of (a) of Theorem 1. The proof consists of the following three steps. 
Step 1: We first prove through the classical Banach fixed point theorem that for each 
fixed measure-valued function p E C([O, T], (Ml>(H), p)), Eq. (34) has a unique mild 
solution XP = {XJt): t E [0, T]} in &. 
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For fixed ~1 E C([O, T], (A412 (H), p)), we define the operator @ on A, as follows: 
(@X)(t) = S(t)x + 
s 
t 
s(t - s)f(W), P(S)) ds + 
0 s 
t 
S(t - s)&dW(s). (35) 
0 
Using the linear growth assumption on f we have 
IS 
t 
+E S(t - s)&dW(s) 2 
0 II 
s 
t 
M'EIx(~ + TM=E l(1 + lFW12 + IM)ll:W + &Qt 
0 
6a + bll~ll~,, (36) 
where a = 3{M2EIx12 + 3T2M21 + 3T21 sup rGlo,rl IkOll: + ~QTI and b = 3T2M21 
are two finite constants. Thus 1I@Xl(4, < cc and it is easy to verify that (@X)(t) is 
Ft-measurable whenever X(t) is, and so @ maps A2 into AZ. 
Now for any X, Y E A2 with X(0) = Y(O), by the Lipschitz assumption on f we 
have 
EIt@X)tt) - t@W)12 
II 
* 
=E s(t -~w-ve)~P(~)) - f(W)> cL(s))I~ * 
0 
t 
< TM2k3 
s 
EM(s) - WI*) CIT. 
0 
For any integer n 2 1, by iterations, it follows from (37) that 
II@“X - cP"Y~~2,, qqx - YIIi*. 
(37) 
(38) 
Since for sufficient large n, [kTM’]“/ n! < 1, @” is a contraction map on A2 and 
therefore @ itself has a unique fixed point X in A2 which produces a unique solution 
X, of Eq. (34) for given ,D E C([O, T],(MAz(H),~)). 
Step 2: Let 9(X,) = {J?&(t)) : t E [0, T]} denote the probability law 
of X,. In this step we show that y(XP) E C([O, T],(Mnz(H),p)). Note that since 
X, E Al, 9(X,(t)) E MAI for any t E [O,T]. Thus it remains to show t + 
L&Y,(t)) is continuous. Let Ogs<t< T. Using the semigroup property of S(t) we 
have 
W’,(f) - 4ds)l* 
I./ 
t 
<3EIS(s)[S(t - s) - Z]xj2 + 6E S(t - u)fW(u), Au)) du 2 
s 
+6E 
II 
s[S(t - s) - Z]S(s - u)f(X(u), p(u))dU * + 3EIZ(t) - Z(s)12, (39) 
0 
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where Z(t) = $S(r - u)adW(u). S ince s(t) is strongly continuous, [s(t - s) - I]h 
converges to 0 as t --) s for any h E H. One can then easily derive, by Lebesgue’s 
dominated convergence theorem, that the first and third terms on the right-hand side 
of (39) tend to zero, i.e., 
f& EIS(s)[S(t - s) - I]x12 = 0 (40) 
and 
lim E 
IS 
‘[S(t - s) - I]S(s - u)f(X(u), p(u)) du 2 = 0. 
t-3 0 
(41) 
That the second term in (39) also tends to zero follows from 
II 
t 
E s(t - u)f(~(u), Au)) du 2 
s
<EM2(t - s)E J ‘(1 + lLW)12 + llAu)ll:)du d lM2(t - 4vk Ilai, + .gtpr, llPwll:) 
-0 as t + s. (42) 
Since Z(t) is a continuous process, Z(t)-Z(s) converges to 0 as t + s with probability 
1. Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem and the fact, tr Qt < 00, can be used 
to claim that 
fk EIZ(t) - Z(s)12 = 0. (43) 
Thus E(X,(t) -X,(S)~~ converges to 0 as t --f s. For any 40 E C,>(H), by definition of 
the metric p, we have 
and therefore 
p-J P(=w4l)(t), -wqA~)) = 0, 
Hence ~i”cxp> E CW, Tl, WHOP)). 
Step 3: We now define an operator @ on C([O, T],(M,p(H),p)) by 
(44) 
(45) 
9 : p H Li?(X,). (46) 
Suppose that X is a mild solution of the nonlinear equation (34). Then clearly its 
probability law B(X) = p is a fixed point of q. Conversely, if p is a fixed point 
of 9, then Eq. (34) parametrized by p defines a solution X, which in turn has prob- 
ability law /J belonging to the space C([O, T], (Mp(H), p)). Thus in order to com- 
plete the proof of Theorem 1 it suffices to show that the operator XP has a unique 
fixed point in C([O, T],(Mp(H),p)). To this end, let ~1 and v be any two elements of 
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C([O, T],(Mn~(H),p)) and let X, and X, be the corresponding solutions 
t f 
XJt) = S(t)x + 
s 
s(t - slfG$(sh 14s)) ds + 
s 
s(t - d&dWd, (47) 
0 0 
I 
X”(l) = S(t)x + s s(t - s)fGW), v(s)) ds + 0 s I S(t - s)&jdW(s). (48) 0 
By assumptions (Hl ) and (H2), we have 
I 
< sup E 
IS 
s(t - SW-(Ws), P(S)) - f(JG(S), v(s))1 ds 2 
tEW1 0 
<M2T sup E 
fEWI (J 
ot I_I-(~,(~)~P(~)) - f(-W)A~))12 ds) 
<kM2T sup E 
s 
‘,lX,(s) -&(s)12 +P2(P(S)G’(S))I~ 
E[O,T] 0 
<kM2T2[ sup E&,(t) - Xv(t>12 + D;(P, v)]. 
t’eW1 
(49) 
For sufficiently small T, we have kM2 T2 < i. Thus 
sup El&(t) - XW12 < #(P, v). 
tE[OJ-1 
(50) 
It follows from (50) and the fact, p(LZ’(X,(t>), 6P(&(t))) <El&At) - Xdf)l, that 
Hence for small T, say T = T’, Y is a contraction map on C([O, T’], (Mp(H),p)) 
and therefore has a unique fixed point. Thus Eq. (34) has a unique solution X on the 
interval [0, T’]. Since X belongs to ,42 one can easily extend the solution to any finite 
interval [0, T] by considering [0, T’], [T’,2T’], [2T’, 3T’] and so on. This completes the 
proof of part (a) of Theorem 1. 0 
Proof of (b) of Theorem 1. For any p 2 1, using the linear growth assumption on f 
and some basic properties on stochastic integral, we have 
1 IS 
t 2P 
EIX(t)12p <kd ElS(t)X(0)12P + E s(t - s)fGW), AsI) ds 
0 
1.l 
I 
+E %-N'&W4 
0
<ksEIX(0)12p + ks 
s 
’ 1(1 + EIX(s)lZP + IIAs)ll:p)~ + kd~Qr)P 
0 
s 
I 
da,T + bP,TEIm))i2P + %,T E(X(S)I~~ ds, (52) 
0 
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where ap,r, bp,T and cp,T are positive constants. The Gronwall’s inequality then implies 
sup JqJqq2p 6k,,r(l + qx(o)12p) (53) 
EWI 
for some positive constant kp,T, depending on the parameters appearing in (52). 0 
Proof of (c) of Theorem 1. For n 2 1, define f n : H x (M,p (HI, P> + H by 
fnk cl> = mn; A)f (4 PI1 (54) 
where R(n;A) is the resolvent of A corresponding to n E p(A), the resolvent set of A. 
Consider the family of stochastic evolution equations: 
dX,(t) =AX,(t)+ fn(Xn(S),~Ln(S))dS+nR(n;A)~dW(s), 
p,(t) = the probability distribution of 2&(t), (55) 
X,(O) =x,, = nR(n;Ah, x E H. 
For each fixed n 3 1, by the same procedure as used in proving (a) of Theorem 
1, Eq. (55) has a unique mild solution X, E C([O, T];L2(52,P,P; H)) with ,D~ E 
C([O, T]; (Alp(H), p)). Since &(t) E D(A) for every t E [0, T], X, is a strong solution. 
We need to show that 
sup EIX,(t) -X(t)j2 -+ 0 as n + co. (56) 
EWI 
From the expressions 
.I 
I 
x!(f) = S(t)x, f s(t -~)fn(XS~),~Ln(~))d~ 
0 
+ 
s 
'S(t - s)nR(n;A)& dW(s) (57) 
0 
and 
X(t) = S(C)x + 
J 
I 
s(t - s)fV(s), CL@)) ds + 
0 s 
t 
s(t - Gdi?dWW (58) 
0 
we obtain 
IX(C) - Jw12 <h IS(tk - a2 
{ 
+ otIf.(x.@)~lin(sN - f(X,(Wn(d)12d~ J 
+ or If(x,(S)7bdS)) - f(m #(s))12~ s 
+ ‘S(t - s)(nR(n;A) - Z)&?dW(s) 
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Using the basic properties for stochastic integral and the inequality 
p*(~~n(s),~(S))~~E(IX,(s) --m)l*)> 
Eq. (59) can be simplified to 
s T sup EIX,(t) - X(t)(* da@, T) + ks sup El&(s) -X(s)l* dt, fW,Tl 0 sC[o,t] 
where 
a(n, T) = kg{ I(nR(n;A) - I)E(x)\* 
s t + sup ](nR(n;A) -I) W(X&), ~n(s>)l dsl* WV1 0 
+ 
s 
’ tr[S(s)(nR(n;A) - Z)&][S(s)(nR(n;A) - Z)&]* ds}. 
0 
Gronwall’s lemma then yields 
sup EIX,(t) -X(t)]* da(n, T) exp(W). 
tEP,Tl 
17 
(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 
(63) 
Since (nR(n;A) - Z)h + 0 as n + co for h E H, the first two terms on the right-hand 
side of (62) clearly tend to zero as n goes to infinity. The third term can be written 
as 
s 
f 
tWsW(n;A) - ~)&lL%WW~) -O&l* ds 
0 
= ofk!$ IJS(s)W(wl) -Q/&kII"~ =L, 
s 
(64) 
where {ek}& is a complete orthonormal basis in H. Since trQt = trsd S(s)QS*(s)ds 
< 00 and nR(n;A) - Z is a bounded operator, the operator S(t)(nR(n;A) - I)@ is 
compact, thus by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem Z, --) 0. Thus ~(n, T) -+ 0 
as n + co, and so expression (56) holds. This completes the proof of (c) of Theorem 
1. 0 
Corollary 1. The sequence of probability laws {p,},oO,l corresponding to {Xn}~, con- 
verges to the probability law p ofX as n tends to injinity in C([O, T];(Mlz(H),p)). 
Proof. This follows from the fact that 
WPL,? CL) = ,& P(P&), p(t)) G s;c, wfn(t) - W)12. 0 (65) 
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Corollary 2. Suppose that E(X(0)14 < CCL Then for any function F : [0, T] x H + [w 
satisfying the conditions 
(i) for any integer N > 0 there exists a positive continuous function kN(t) such 
that 
IF(t,x) - F(t, y)l <k&t)lx - yJ for all t E [O, Tl, 1x1 GN, 1~1 dN; 
(ii) there exists a positive continuous function Z(t) such that 
[F(t,x)l <Z(t)12(x) for all t E [0, T],x E H, 
we have 
T 
ss 
F(t,x)d(p,, - pt)dt + 0 as n ---f co. 
0 H 
Proof. For arbitrary N > 0 we have 
T 
F(t>x)Wn,t - pt)dt = I./ F(t,xWn,t - it> dt 0 1x1 <N 
T + JS F(t, x> 4pn.t - ~1) dt. 0 lxl>N 
(66) 
(67) 
Since IIF(t, .)/Ic,(H) is bounded by Z(t) + k&t) on the set { 1x1 <N}, the first term on 
the right-hand side of (67) can be written as 
T JJ F(t,x)d(/+ - pt)dt G 0 1x1 <N J 
T 
IIF(t, .)l(c,,(H)P(~Cln,l,~t)dt 
0 
SUP d~n,t,~r) T(W) + k/dt))& s (68) EWI 0 
which tends to zero as n + 00 because of Corollary 1. The second term on the 
right-hand side of (67) can be estimated as follows. 
F(t,x)d(pn,t - pt)dt 
F(t,x)W,,, - pt)dt 
TCQ < J'J c 4W2WWn,t +~t)dt 0 k=N k+(<k+l 
.I 
T 
d &t> E (1 + lk + 112X/UlxI > k) + .A4 ’ k))dt. 
0 k=N 
Since E(X(0)14 < 03, part (b) of Theorem 1 shows that s~p~~,~,~, ElX(t)14 
some positive real number R which in turn implies that suprG,o,Tl ElXn(t)14 
(69) 
< R for 
==I R for 
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all sufficiently large n. Thus Chebychev inequality can be used to claim that 
s T l(t) f? (1 + Ik + 11*X~n,t(lxI > k) + ~t(lxI > k))dt 0 k=N 
s 
T 
G2 I(t)dt ,&l +(k+ 1)‘); 4 0 as N + co. 
0 k=N 
(70) 
Thus for sufficiently large n and N the second term on the right-hand side of (67) can 
be made arbitrarily small, and so (66) holds. 0 
4. Measure valued evolution equation 
In this section we shall prove Theorem 2. Recall that the measure-valued integral 
equation, we are interested in, is given by 
s t pt =p:v+ P:_,@(A) ds, 0 (71) 
where Pj+ is the dual operator of Pt and @ is a nonlinear operator defined on A4)~2 (H) 
by 
@@N(P) = 
s 
(f(x, ~),(&)(x))A~)> cp E C;(H). (72) 
H 
We start by proving two lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Assume that the conditions (Hl)-(H4) hold. Then: 
(a) The closure of d in its graph topology in L2(H;pm) x L2(H;pLoo), denoted 
again by d, is the injinitesimal generator of a compact c,-semigroup Pt on L*(H; pL,) 
which is identical to Pt. 
(b) For each t E [O,T], Pt maps C:(H) into Cl(H) and there exists a positive 
constant c such that 
llP&Z’(C~(H),C;(H)) ~cilB(t)li. (73) 
Proof. (a) has been proved by Da Prato and Zabczyk (1995). We prove (b). Since 
A E L*(H; p,) it is clear that C:(H) c L*(H; poo). For each t E [0, T] and cp E C:(H), 
by the definition of the transition semigroup Pt, we have 
l(Ptcp)(x)l = I ,/ cp(S(t)x + yW(O, QtXdy)l 
H 
d IIdC;(H, .I (1 + Kt)xl + IvlW-(O,Qt)(dy) H 
(74) 
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where JV(O, Q)( .) denotes the symmetric Gaussian measure on H with mean zero and 
covariance Qt. Thus for each t E [0, T], 
llPtc41 C;(N) = ;$ 
l(Prcp)(~)l < sup Ilcpll~~~~~(l +MIxI + trQ0 
4x) ’ XEH 1 + 1x1 
< co; (75) 
so P,rp E C:(H). By the Cameron-Martin formula, the term (P*q)(x) can also be 
written as 
(Ptcp)(x) = / KY) exp{(B(t)x, Q,“‘_v) - i lI~(~)~l12~JW~ Qt I(dy). 
H 
(76) 
For arbitrary h E H, a standard calculation for the Frechet derivative then yields 
W’tcp)(x),h) = 1 @(t)k !X”‘~,cpNtZr + yM'"(O,Qt>Cdv>. 
H 
Using Schwartz inequality it follows from (77) that 
I wptcp)(~)~ A) I2 
(77) 
G s I@(t)4 Q,_“‘y,12JlrUAQdW IdS(G + v>12J’“(O~QJ(dy) H J H 
G ~(B(1)/~2~h~2~l~~~2,Y(H) J ~2GWh + YW(O, Qt )(dv) H 
~~11~~~~1121~1211~11~~(~, 1 (1 + lWd2 + lv12M’V~QdW 
~2,~B~f)l,21h1211~11~?o(:+MZ,x12 +trQJ. 
It follows then 
(78) 
I(DP,cp)(x)12 <a2(t) + b2(f)lX12 <(a(t) + w>lxl)2, (79) 
where a2(t) = 21]B(t)(12(l +trQl)licpi&,) and b2(t) = 2M211~~I~~(H)~~B(t)~12’ Thus 
< sup a(t)+b(t)]XI <a](B(t)ll(l~lJ \ 
XEH 1 + I4 C’(H) < m, ) (80) 
where CI = a( 1 + A4 + tr Qr). Therefore P,cp E Cl(H) and so Pl maps C:(H) into 
C:(H). Inequality (73) now follows from (75) and (80). This completes the proof of 
the lemma. •i 
For each R > 0, we define a subset of Mnz(H) as follows: 
M,v.#‘) = {p E M,?(H): 11411.~ <RI. (81) 
Lemma 2. The operator @ defined by (72) maps (Mnz(H),p*) into (C!(H))* and it 
has the Lipschitz property on every set (A42z,~(H),p’), that is, for each R > 0 there 
exists a constant kR > 0 such that for all p, v E (A42z,,(H), p”) we have 
II@(P) - @v>ll (C;(H))* GkRP*(P>“). 
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Proof. For any p E (MAz(H),P*) and cp E C:(H), using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 
the linear growth assumption on f and Lemma 1 we have 
I( = / 1 (f(x,loi(Dlp)(X))p(dr)l 
H 
6 s 4%) + II~lI~~IIcpll~j(~)~~~~~L(~~ 
czl;jplld&(H). 
Thus II@wl(c;cff,,* < 00, so @ maps @!~z(H),p*) into (Cl(H))*. 
For cp E C;(H) and p, v E (M~zp(H),p*) we have 
I(@PL)((P) - (@v)(cp)l = ( &(14 - fkvwmM~~~ 
+ IJ /(x, v>> (W)(xNd(~ - v) 
(82) 
G s H v-k PI - fk VI Pcp)(xM~) 
+lI(f(.,V),~~)llC;~(H)P*(~,V) 
~~llcpllc~~~,ll~ll~~~~L,~~ + wPllcp)u + Ilvll~)P*(pL,v) 
GW + i1 + W)Ibll Cpf)W? v) + P*(PL,v)). (83) 
Since for any CL, v E Mn2(H) we have 
P(P, v) GP*(PcL, v), (84) 
inequality (83) can be reduced to 
I(@cL)((P) - (@“)(cP)l ~kRlI~Ilc](H)P*(cL,V), (85) 
where kR = kR + l( 1 + R). Thus we have 
II@(P) - @(“)ll~c;~~,,* ~kRP*(P~V), 
and so @ is Lipschitz on (Mn~,R(H),p*). 0 
(86) 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We first prove uniqueness. Suppose that at and ut are two solu- 
tions of Eq. (71) in C([O, T], (MA*(H), p* )) with the same initial data v. Then by the 
result (b) of Theorem 1, ut and ut must lie in a subset C([O, T],(MlZ,s(H),p*)) of 
C([O, T], (MA2(H), p*)) for some R > 0. The Lipschitz property of @ on (MA2,R(H), p*), 
inequality (73) and hypothesis (H4) imply that 
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’ < CkR s IP(s)b*(~sLs, v )ds 0 f 
<CR J o &p*(“s> vs) ds (87) 
for some positive constant CR. Denote 4(t) = P*(P~, v,), t E [0, T]. By repeated substi- 
tution of (87) into itself, after n iterations we obtain 
&t)<(CR)n+l ,ei /I(k(l - x),(1 - a)) s;t - $--(“+‘)“&s)ds, 
0 
where /I denotes the standard beta function. Since a E [0, 1) (see (H4)), T < co, 
4(t) b0 and sup{4(t), t E [0, T]} < cc it follows from this inequality by letting 
n + 00 that 4(t) = 0. Hence the uniqueness follows. 
We now prove that the probability law p = {pl: t E [0, T]} of the unique solution 
of stochastic equation (19) is the solution of Eq. (71). 
For any given a E C’([O, T];R) and cp E D(d) we construct a function G : [0, T] x 
H+Rby 
J 
T 
G(t,x) = (p,-&))(x) ds, 
I 
where g(t) = g(t, .) = a(t)&.). Let G(t) = G(t, .). It is easy to check that 
(88) 
(89) 
for some positive constants c, and kc. Suppose we can show that pLt satisfies the 
following equation: 
T 
0 = (v,G(O)) + s( Wt> pt, at + &G(t) + (Wt), G(f)) dt. 0 > 
Then we can complete the proof of Theorem 2 as follows. Since 
Wt) 
J 
T 
-=_ 
at 
P,_,dg(s) ds - g(t) = -dG(t) - g(t). 
t 
Eq. (90) can be simplified to 
Using Fubini’s theorem 
J 
T 
(WU~), G(t)) dt = 
0 
IT (@(/4.~TLd.,,~) dt 
T s =/I (@h),ps-As)) dtd.s 0 0
T s 
=JJ (p,*_, @bt h g(s)) dt ds. 0 0 
(91) 
(92) 
(93) 
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Substituting (93) back into Eq. (92) yields 
Since a E C’([O, T];R) and it is otherwise arbitrary, we have 
= 0 
for all cp E D(d). Therefore 
(95) 
pf = P:v + J ‘P;_,B(p,)ds 0 (96) 
holds in the dual space (D(d))* which clearly contains Mlz(H). But we already know 
that p E C( [0, T], (MJ,z(H), p’ )) and hence it is indeed a solution of (71), and it is also 
the unique solution in that space by the uniqueness already proved. Thus it remains 
to show that Eq. (90) holds. To this end we let X, be the solution of Eq. (55) with 
probability law pL,. Then by Ito’ formula we have 
(v,, G(O)) + iT(p.,,> F + dC(t))dt + ~T(m,(r..,), G(t))dt = 0. (97) 
Denote 
II,,, = (v,, G(O)) - (v, G(O)), (98) 
hn = 
s 
oTbv - I&, F -t &G(t)) dt, (99) 
134 = 
.I 
TP.b,,A - @(pt),G(t)) dt. (100) 
0 
Using Corollary 1 and a standard weak convergence type argument the first two terms 
II,, and Iz,~ converge to zero as n -+ co. Using the Lipschitz assumption on f and 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
T = IS [I 0 H (fn(x,~,,I),DG(t))~L,,t(dr) - s,Cf (wU’W))p,(W] dti 
T 
d J [I If&,/w) - fn(x,~t)lI~G(t)l~L,,t(~) dt 0 H 1 
T + JJ lfn(x>~t) - f (x,~~)IIDG(t)l~t(~)dt 0 H 
T 
+ 
J Is 
Un(x,~tWG(t)) dbn,t - cc0 dt 
0 H 
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T T 
< kkc J dh,r, PI) dt + kc JJ IhW;~) - W-(~,~,)l/d~)dt 0 0 H 
T 
+ J IS (fnk~t>>DG(t)) d&t - or) dt 0 H 
= JL, + J2.n + J3.m (say). (101) 
The first term JI,, clearly tends to zero as n + 00 because of Corollary 1. The second 
term Jz,~ tends to zero because (nR(n;A) -1)h ---) 0 as n + cc for any h E H and the 
function ((nR(n;A) - Z)f(.,~~)l ’ d is ominated by a pt-integrable function. To show the 
last term J3,n tends to zero as n + co we write 
lJ3,nl d IT i I(fn@,~~t) - f(x,~tWG(t))I dpn,rdt 
T 
+ JJ t (fnk PLI) - f(x, pt), DG(t)) I dpLt dt 0 H 
T 
+ J IS (f(x,~t)SG(t)) 4pn.t - it> dt 0 H 
J 
T 
< El((Nn;A) - WGG,~~P~)~ W?t))Vn,t))I dt 
0 
T 
f JJ I((nR(n;A)-Z)f(x,~~t),DG(t))Id~tdt 0 H 
T 
+ J IS (f(x,~t)J’G(t)) d&t - pt> dt. 0 H (102) 
Using Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, the first two terms on the right- 
hand side of (102) converge to zero as n -+ 00. It is easy to verify that the function 
F(t,x) 3 (f(x,p(),DG(t)) satisfies the conditions of Corollary 2. Hence by Corollary 
2, the third term on the right-hand side of (102) tends to zero. Thus we conclude that 
(v, G(0)) + iT(pl, %$) + &G(t)) dt + lT(@(p,), G(t)) dt = 0. (103) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
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